
 

 

1st Grade  
 Language Arts 

 

AKS = Academic Knowledge and Skills: the curriculum your child will learn this year in school. 

AKS/Objective: Compare and contrast the adventures and experiences of main characters in stories.  

 

This means… 

I can compare and contrast the experiences of 

characters in two stories.  

This looks like… 

The student can talk about how characters in two 

stories are similar and different. 

 

Activity Title: My Best Friend and Big Al LEVEL: Proficient 

     

Materials needed: 

• Two familiar fiction texts with characters that have similar experiences (for this activity, the 
books used are My Best Friend and Big Al). 

• Anchor Chart (Have chart prepared and answers covered. Reveal the thinking through the 
activity.) 

Lily from My Best Friend How are the characters’ experiences similar or different? Al from Big AL 

Lily gets a new bathing suit, just 

like Tamika, to try to be her friend. 

Both Lily and Al have similar experiences because they 

try a variety of things to make friends. 

Al disguises himself in seaweed to try to be 

friends with the other fish. 

Lily shares her popsicle with 

Tamika. 

Al tried to make the other fish laugh by putting 

himself up. 

Lily learns how to dive to impress 

Tamika. 

Al hid himself in the sand to try to talk to the 

other fish. 

Lily and Keesha become friends in 

the end. 

Al's experience is different from Lily's because he became 

friends with the fish. Lily's experience was different from 

Al's because she became friends with another girl. 

Al rescues the fish from the fisherman’s net, and 

they become friends. 

 

 

 



Language Arts, Unit 4 1st Grade   
 
 

Directions:  

1. Say: “As a reader, you can compare and contrast the experiences of characters in 

stories.  You can notice what happens to the main character in each story and think 

about what is similar and different. This helps you to better understand the characters 

in the stories you read.”   

2. Display the two chosen books. 

3. Ask: “Who are the two main characters in the stories?” 

4. Say: “The main characters are Lily in My Best Friend and Al from Big Al. Although Lily is a 
little girl and Al is a fish living in the sea, we can compare and contrast the characters’ 
experiences.  
 

5. Say: “We are going to keep track of what we notice in a chart like this.” (Refer to anchor 
chart).  
 

6. Ask: “ What are three different things in the story Lily tried to make Tamika be her 

friend?” 

7. Refer to the anchor chart and reveal the top three boxes about Lily. 

8. Say: “Think about Al in the other story.” 

9. Ask: “What did Al do to get the other fish to be his friend?” 

10. Refer to the anchor chart and reveal the top three boxes about Al. 

11. Ask: “How are these experiences similar or different?” (These characters’ experiences 

are similar.) 

12. Reveal the similar statement. (Say: “Both Lily and Al are alike because they try a variety 

of things to make friends.) 

13. Say: “Think about how Lily and Al’s experiences are different? We can contrast or 

compare the endings of the story.” 

14. Talk with your child about what happens to Lily at the end of the story.      

15. Reveal on the anchor chart Lily’s  experience at the end of the story. 

16. Talk with your child about what happens to Al at the end of the story. Think about how 

Al solved the problem at the end of the story. 

17. Reveal on the anchor chart Al’s actions. 

18. Refer to the anchor chart to confirm the different experiences of both characters. 

 

 



Language Arts, Unit 4 1st Grade   
 
If the activity is too hard, try this:  

● Choose two books previously read. 

● Say: “As a reader, you can compare and contrast the experiences of characters in 

stories.  You can notice what happens to the main character in each story and think 

about what is similar and different. This helps you to better understand the characters 

in the stories you read.”   

● Display both books. 

● Ask: “ Who are the main characters in each story?” 

● Use the following prompts to compare and contrast the experiences of the main 

characters. 
▪ How are the main characters alike? 

▪ What happens to one character that is DIFFERENT from what happens to the other      

       character? 

▪ What kinds of experiences does each character have, and how are their experiences   

        alike or different? 

▪ What does each main character do to resolve his or her problem or conflict? 

If the activity is too easy, try this:  

• Choose two books previously read. 

• Say: “Today I want to teach you that when you want to know even more about the main 

characters in books you are reading, it helps to think about their experiences.  One way 

readers do this is by looking closely at the kind of experience each main character has 

and thinking, “What is similar?  What is different?” This is important so that readers 

better understand the main characters in stories.” 

• Ask: “ Who are the main characters in each story?” 

• Have your child think about the following - “What is similar?’ and “What is different?” 

with the two main characters?” 

• See the attached graphic organizer for your child to complete. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

If the activity is just right, try this:  

• Choose two books and repeat the activity. 


